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Abstract
In this paper we present the application of particle filters for state estimation on a humanoid robot.
These filters are used for self-localization and ball tracking in a competitive soccer scenario using
robots with limited perceptual and processing capabilities. Some extensions have been applied to the
basic algorithms to adapt them to the special needs of this domain which is a subject of high noise and
dynamic changes. Different experiments have been carried out to confirm the applicability and the
precision of the approach.

Introduction
The RoboCup initiative is an international joint project to promote artificial intelligence and robotics.
It is an attempt to foster AI and intelligent robotics research by providing a standard problem where a
wide range of technologies can be integrated and examined [1]. The RoboCup domain is divided into
several different categories and leagues. The approaches described in this paper have been applied the
RoboCup Soccer Humanoid Kid-Size League in which teams of humanoid robots play soccer against
each other. Two important sub-tasks in this domain (among stable walking, action selection, and
several others) are the estimation of the own pose as well as the estimation of the position and velocity
of the ball. The main source of information about the environment is – for our application – a camera
inside the robot’s pan-tilt head. Several properties of this set-up let accurate state estimation become a
challenging task:
1. The robot’s field of view is limited and only a section of the environment can be perceived at
once.
2. All perceptions are noisy, perceiving false positives is also possible.
3. Imperceptible changes of the environment may occur, e.g. a replacement of the ball or the
robots by a referee.
4. The computational resources are limited, but data needs to be processed in real-time to react
successfully on changes of the environment caused by the opponent team.
One widespread approach for robot state estimation is the Monte Carlo Localization [2]. This
probabilistic algorithm approximates a state by maintaining a set of hypotheses, denoted as particles as
well as samples. The approach is able to deal with noise and non-linear changes of the environment

(e.g. kicked balls or “robot-kidnapping”). Different implementations of this algorithm have been used
for localization by several RoboCup teams before, e.g. by [3].
In this paper, we describe its application on the two above-mentioned estimation tasks in the humanoid
soccer scenario, realized on the robots of the B-Human team [4,5]. A closely related approach for
humanoid self-localization has recently been published by [6], however using a robot with superior
perceptual capabilities. A sophisticated – but for out application demanding too high computational
efforts – approach for tracking a ball in a soccer environment was presented by [7].
By using extensions [8] of the basic Monte Carlo Localization approach, we show that it is possible to
compute sufficiently accurate estimates even on platform with comparably low perceptual capabilities.
The results of our robot experiments document the precision of the approach and its performance in
dynamic situations.
This paper is organized as follows: First, we describe the scenario to which this work applies to, i.e.
the environment as well as the robots and their perceptual capabilities. Thereafter, a short introduction
on the Monte-Carlo-Localization algorithm and its extensions is given. This is followed by the
description of their adaption and application to this domain. The paper is concluded by a presentation
of experimental results.

a)

b)

Fig. 1: a) A robot of the B-Human team in detail. b) A scene from a robot soccer match.

The Domain of this Research
As afore-mentioned, this work is settled in a competitive robot soccer scenario. This section gives a
short introduction into the RoboCup Soccer Humanoid Kid-Size League and describes our robots and
their perceptual capabilities and limitations.
The RoboCup Soccer Humanoid Kid-Size League
In this RoboCup league, two teams of two robots each play against each other on a 5.7m x 4.4m large
soccer field1. To reduce complexity for computer vision, all elements of the environment are colorcoded: the ball is orange, one goal is yellow, and the other goal is blue. In the corners of the field,
additional beacons for localization are placed. The floor is an even green carpet with wide white field
lines (see Fig. 1b) at specified positions. To avoid disturbances with this color scheme, all robots have
to be mostly black.
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For 2008, it is intended to enlarge the field to 7.4m x 5.4m and to increase the number of players to three per
team.

One match consists of two halves, 10 minutes each. During this time, the robots operate completely
autonomously, no human intervention is allowed. The players can to communicate with each other,
but additional external control computers are forbidden.
The Humanoid Robots
The robots have a maximum height of 60cm and must have human proportions. This means that they
have to walk on two legs and fulfill a set of constraints regarding, e.g., their center of mass and the
size of their feet. Special devices for holding or kicking the ball are not permitted. External sensing is
only allowed via cameras; active sensors such as laser range finders are not allowed.
For our research, we used the robots of our B-Human team, which participated in RoboCup
competitions in 2007; one of these robots is shown in Fig. 1a. Each robot is equipped with 20 servo
motors (6 per leg to allow omni-directional walking gaits, 3 per arm, and 2 in a pan-tilt unit which
carries the head). The total height of the robot is 48cm; its weight is 2.5kg. It is based upon a Bioloid
construction kit which already includes a microcontroller for controlling the servo motors. The main
software runs an on a PDA (Fujitsu-Siemens Pocket LOOX 720) that has 128 MB RAM and an
XScale processor with 520 MHz. These are quite limited processing capabilities, but still allow
running the cognitive parts of the software (including vision, the localization algorithms presented in
this paper, and action selection) with 15 Hz and the motion control with 50 Hz.
The Robot’s Perceptual Capabilities
Our robot’s only external sensor is a camera inside the head. We use the PDA’s original camera that
has been lead outside the case. This camera provides 15 images per second with a resolution of 320 by
240 pixels; its opening angles are 45.1° by 34.8°. This is a quite limited field of view, as apparent in
Fig. 2. To keep track of the own pose as well as of the ball’s position, the camera needs to be moved
constantly by the pan-tilt unit. Currently, many teams avoid this problem by using cameras pointed at
omni-directional mirrors (that provide a field of view of 360°) or a set of cameras pointing in different
directions. Having these perceptual capabilities, localization becomes trivial. But these non-humanlike solutions will be disallowed in the future. The solutions presented in this paper anticipate these
changes.
The vision software running on the PDA is able to extract some basic features that provide the base for
the localization algorithms. These features (i.e. the ball and significant points on the field) are depicted
in Fig. 2. Their recognition is based on the detection of significant color changes in the picture. Since
the camera’s perspective is known, it is possible to differentiate between features which actually
belong to the field and those that don’t (e.g. spectators). Nevertheless, the computation of the feature
positions relative to the robot is subject to heavy noise, since the camera is on top of a walking (and
shaking) robot.

Fig. 2: Two images from the robot’s camera. Some drawings in the images depict perceived elements
of the environment: orange circles for balls, white dots for field line elements, and yellow and blue
dots for the lower edges of goals.

Monte-Carlo Localization
This section gives an overview about the Monte-Carlo localization algorithm, which is the base for
both, the self-localization and the ball tracking. Some extensions, which are crucial for the successful
application in a RoboCup scenario, are also presented.
The General Algorithm for Localization
The Monte-Carlo algorithm for robot localization has been introduced by [2]. It is a probabilistic
algorithm which approximates a state and its variance by a set of samples (also referred to as
particles), with each sample consisting of one possible state and a weight which represents the
likelihood of this state. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Illustration of particle-based representation of the robot pose and the ball position and velocity.
Each gray box denotes one possible pose of the robot; light boxes are more likely than dark boxes. The
black box shows the resulting robot pose from the filter. The dots with arrows describe the ball
samples (describing position and velocity of a ball). The orange one is the resulting ball estimate.
This algorithm is – in contrast to standard Kalman-filter-based [9] approaches – able to deal with nonlinear state changes as well as – by using an extension of the basic approach – to efficiently cope with
the kidnapped-robot problem, i.e. replacing a robot which is not able to recognize this state change and
which has to re-estimate his position.
The general algorithm – for self-localization as well as for ball tracking tasks – looks as follows
(adapted from [10], who also provide a comprehensive description):
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Algorithm_MCL(Xt-1, ut, zt, e): Xt’(ø), Xt(ø)
for m = 1 to M do
xt[m] = motion_update(ut, xt-1[m])
wt[m] = sensor_update(zt, xt[m], e)
Xt’ = Xt’ + (xt[m], wt[m])
for m = 1 to M do
draw i with probability  wt[i]
add xt[i] to Xt
return Xt

The algorithm processes the current sample set Xt-1 in two passes to generate an up-to-date sample set
Xt. During the first pass, the state of each sample xt is modified according to the previously performed
action ut and thus resulting state change (line 3: motion_update). Afterwards, the weighting wt of the
samples is computed based on the current sensor data zt (i.e. the percepts from the vision system in our
case) and their fit to the given sample state and model e of the environment (line 4: sensor_update).

Both actions are – of course – dependent on the current domain and purpose of the filter. They are
different for self-localization and ball tracking and therefore described in detail in the according later
sections. In the second pass, the new set Xt is made up by randomly drawing elements from Xt-1
proportional to their weight. This implies that samples that are more likely according to the current
sensor data are more likely to be added (some of them even multiple times) to the new sample set
whilst those with a low weighting might drop out. This pass is called resampling (lines 6-8). If no
sensor update was performed (because of no new input from the vision system) and therefore no
weightings have been computed, the resampling step is skipped.
By the time, the samples are distributed around the state which should be estimated. It is possible to
get a result at any time, e.g. by weighting-based averaging of all samples.
Enhancements for Resampling
In theory, this algorithm is already sufficient to e.g. estimate a soccer robot’s pose (consisting of a
position and rotation on a two-dimensional plane, both in continuous coordinates). In practice,
problems arise when the initial pose is not known or the robot is replaced during operation. When
using a low number of samples (<100), it might take a long time until a sample comes close to the real
position (given the fact that the motion model is noisy and thus the variance of the distribution
increases by the time) and gets duplicated during resampling, since the state space is too large to be
covered appropriately. Increasing the number of samples obviously also increases the runtime of the
algorithm and therefore should be avoided. One common solution for this problem is to add new
samples which have not been drawn from a previous distribution. Two crucial factors are the source
and the number of new samples.
New samples could be added by just computing random samples inside the given state space. This is
an appropriate solution, but might also not be very efficient since it could take too long, until a sample
comes across an adequate position. In this domain, it is possible to compute new samples directly from
the given sensor data and thus move the distribution to the real state quite quickly. This procedure will
be described in the later sections for both self-localization and ball tracking.
The number of new samples might be set to a constant value. But this implicates two drawbacks: If the
distribution already approximates the state quite well, these new samples might cause a higher
variance, if their number is too high. On the other hand, if the number is too low, the particle filter
might not be able to adapt to the state change fast enough. One solution to overcome this issue is the
Augmented_MCL algorithm proposed by [6]. The following description is adapted from [10]:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

Algorithm_Augmented_MCL(Xt-1, ut, zt, e): Xt’(ø), Xt(ø)
static wslow, wfast
for m = 1 to M do
xt[m] = motion_update(ut, xt-1[m])
wt[m] = sensor_update(zt, xt[m], e)
Xt’ = Xt’ + (xt[m], wt[m])
wavg = wavg + M-1wt[m]
wslow = wslow + αslow(wavg - wslow)
wfast = wfast + αfast(wavg - wfast)
for m = 1 to M do
with probability max{0, 1 - wfast / wslow)} do
add new pose to Xt
else
draw i  {1,…,N}with probability  wt[i]
add xt[i] to Xt
return Xt

This extension of the base algorithm keeps track of the overall weighting of the distribution over time.
This weighting decreases, if the current sensor data does not match with the distribution anymore, e.g.

after replacing the robot or the ball. The weighting wslow adapts slower to such changes than wfast.
Through their quotient, a requirement of new samples is computed (line 11). The adaptiveness of this
process is steered via the two factors αslow and a αfast (with 0 ≤ αslow < αfast cf. lines 8 and 9).
Both, the self-localization and the ball tracking make use of this approach, which is later referred to as
sensor resetting.

Self-Localization
The particle filter for self-localization estimates the robot’s pose. It uses the points on field lines and
on the edges between the field and the beacons and goals as observations, and the motion estimated by
the walking engine as input. The robot’s pose xt[m] consists of the (x, y)-position and its orientation 
on the field.
Motion Model
When applying the motion update, each xt-1[m]  Xt-1 needs to be moved according to the robot’s
motion. An estimate of the robot’s motion ut is usually provided as odometry. In the B-Human robot
control software, the walking engine provides odometry information, i.e. the offsets since the last
motion update xt, yt, and t. However, since this information is only based on the motion of the
legs, and not on the real motion of the robot, it is prone to large errors. Therefore, large amounts of
noise are added to the pose of each sample during the motion update:
 x  sample(max( xt ,  yt , n w [ m] )) 
 xt[ m]   xt[m1] 
t 1



  Rt[m1]  t
 y[ m ]   y[ m ] 
 yt  sample(max( yt ,  xt , n w [ m] )) 
 t   t 1 
t 1



(1)

t[ m]  t[m1]  t  sample(max( t , d xt , yt , r wt[m1 ] ))

(2)

Rt-1[m] is the rotation matrix corresponding to t-1[m]. sample(x) is a function that returns a random value
in the interval [-x,x]. All λ are factors that scale the noise ratio depending on the robot’s motion and
the current weighting of the sample. λ+ models noise along same translational direction. λ- describes
the influence of motion in the orthogonal direction. λ scales rotational noise based on the robot’s
rotation. λd models rotational noise based on the robots translation. And finally λn and λr scale
translational and rotational noise based on the relative weighing of each sample. wt[m] defines how the
weighting of an individual sample relates to the average of all samples. It is defined as:

w t[ m ]





wt[i ]


 max i [ m ]  1, 0 
 Mwt
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(3)

As a result, samples with a less than average weighting are moved even if the robot is not in motion at
all, allowing the samples to move toward the real position of the robot.
Sensor Model
The image processing system recognizes points on field lines and points on edges between the field
and the goals and the beacons. All these points are on the height of the field. Therefore, it is possible
to determine their position relative to the camera by intersecting the ray starting in the camera center
through their position in the image with the ground plane. Since the position of the camera relative to
the ground plane is only roughly known, the resulting relative positions of the points are prone to high
levels of noise. Since the vision system connects neighboring points, the orientation and a minimal
length of the field line or edge are known for most of the points. For each image frame, a fixed number
of such points is selected by random (the set of observations zt). These points are used to determine for
each sample how well the pose of the sample matches the current observations, resulting in the
weighting w of the particle:

1:
2:

Algorithm_sensor_update(zt, xt[m], e) : wt[m](1)
for each prel  zt do

3:
4:

  x cam 

 x[ m ] 
pabs   t[ m]   Rt[ m ]   tcam   Rtcam prel 
 y

 yt 
 t 

pmodel = closest_point(pabs, e)

5:

 xerror 

  Rtcam 1Rt[ m] 1  pabs  pmodel 
y
 error 

6:

wt[ m]  wt[ m]  gaussian(

7:

xerror
y
,  )  gaussian( error ,  )
h  xrel
h  xrel

return wt[m]

Each point is projected to the field, given the current pose of the sample and the current pose of the
camera relative to the robot (line 3). Then the closest corresponding point in the field model is
determined (line 4). For this purpose, a number of tables were precomputed (called the environment
e). They map (x, y)-positions on the field to the closest model point. Tables exist for field lines,
green/blue edges, and green/yellow edges each of them in variants for edges of unknown orientation,
edges along the field, and edges across the field, and also whether or not an edge is longer than a
minimum length. The latter distincion helps to separate goal points from beacon points and points on
the throw-in and penalty marks from regular field lines. Figure 4a depicts a table for mapping
green/yellow edge points with unknown orientation and of any length.

a)

b)

Fig. 4: a) Depiction of a table mapping points to the closest green/yellow edge. b) Samples generated
from green/blue edge points.
The difference between the closest model point and the projected measured point is rotated back to the
coordinate system relative to the camera (line 5). As a result and given that the opening angles of the
camera are rather small, xerror roughly corresponds to the distance error, and yerror corresponds to the
bearing error. Both error distances are transferred back into pixel distance errors by dividing them by
the forward distance to the measured point plus the height of the camera above the ground. Please note
that these are rough approximations of the calculations that would be necessary, but since these
operations are performed for each sample and for each selected point, the simplifications were
necessary to achieve real-time performance on a computer without a floating point unit. The weight
wt[m] is determined by modeling the errors as Gaussian normal distributions based on the computed
error values and a standard deviation  (line 6).
Sensor Resetting
Since the camera only perceives a small part of the field at once, sensor resetting has to be done with
caution. It is possible that the observations made by the robot match with several positions on the
field. Therefore, adding new samples always increases the risk that they achieve the highest weighting
for several frames and therefore attract the whole distribution. While a large  prevents the

distribution from being to reactive, conservative values for αslow and αfast (0.05 and 0.0505) are used to
making sensor resetting a rare event.
New samples are only generated from green/yellow and green/blue edge points (i.e. goals and
beacons), because field line points are too ambiguous. Since the robot does not always perceive such
points, a buffer of the previous points recognized is maintained. To generate a new sample position, a
buffer entry is selected by random. Then a random point on a corresponding edge in the field model is
selected. Afterwards, a random pose matching the measurement’s distance and rotation from that point
is constructed. Figure 4b shows such random poses for green/blue edge points, i.e. they result from the
blue goal and beacons.

Ball Tracking
A particle filter for tracking the ball aims to estimates the current velocity of the ball to enable the
robot to anticipate future game states, e.g. to make a goalie “jump” to the right corner of its goal in
case of a shot. An additional effect of the application of a filter is the smoothing of the ball position’s
estimate. The rough perceptions of the ball are – especially when walking or moving the head fast –
quite noisy and would cause the robot’s pan-tilt head to jitter and also make the action selection more
unstable. For our application, the ball state b is a four-dimensional vector (x, y, vx, vy)T with x and y
representing its position and vx and vy representing its velocity. The ball position and velocity are
tracked in the robot’s coordinate system.
Motion Model
When applying the motion update, each b  Xt-1 needs to be moved according to the robot’s motion as
well as to its own velocity, both in relation to the last execution of the filter. Let (xt, yt)T be a vector
describing the translational part of the robot motion and ΔRt-1 be a matrix describing the rotation of the
coordinate system according to the robot’s rotation. The time between two executions of the filter is
called Δt. The scalar values λv and λt serve as user-defined parameters for controlling the amount of
uncertainty added in each motion update.
The update according to the velocity provides a preliminary result (xp, yp)T:




 sample(v v[xm] , v[ym]
 v[ m] 
 x p   xt[m1] 
t 1
t 1
 
  t  [xmt 1]   t 
 y p   y[ m ] 
 sample( v[ m] , v[ m]
 vy 
v
xt 1
y t 1
   t 1 
 t 1 


) 
) 

(4)

Through the addition of a random term, the uncertainty of the position increases dependent on the
current velocity of the ball. Afterwards, the position is adapted to the robots motion:
x


 xt[ m] 
1  p   xt   sample(t xt , yt  ) 


  

 y[ m]   R t  y p    y    sample( x , y  ) 
t
t
t
   t 
 t 


(5)

Again, a term of uncertainty is added; this time depending on the speed of the robot.
Finally, the robot’s motion has to be incorporated in the ball velocity together with a term of
uncertainty dependant on the absolute velocity:




 sample(v v[xm] , v[ym]
 v[xm] 
 v[ m] 
t 1
t 1
 t   Rt1  xt 1   t 
 sample( v[ m] , v[ m]
 v[ym] 
 v[ym] 
v
xt 1
y t 1
 t 
 t 1 


) 
) 

(6)

In addition to this straight-forward model, another feature for decreasing the ball position’s variance
has been implemented. Through often occurring – hardly perceivable – robot instabilities, the sensing
of the ball position is subject of strong variations which cannot be distinguished from real ball
motions. This might produce and advance samples with high speeds and thus let the distribution
become too fluctuating. In fact, the ball is not moving most of the time during a humanoid robot
soccer match. This situation can be considered by marking a subset of all samples as non-movable.
When generating new samples (cf. subsection Sensor Resetting), a subset of these will receive a flag
which prevents all updates considering ball velocities. Through the constant resampling process, these
samples stabilize the distribution in case of lying balls and don’t interfere in case of real ball motion.

Sensor Model
To compute a weighting for each sample, its current position is set in relation to the currently
perceived ball position. If no ball is perceived, this step is – as well as the following resampling step –
skipped. Let do and αo be the distance and the angle to the observed ball and db and αb the distance and
angle to of the currently processed ball sample, then the weighting wb can be computed as follows:
wb  gaussian(| do  db |,  d )  gaussian(| o  b |,   )

(7)

The implementation uses different standard deviations σd and σα since most noise occurs in the
perception of the distance to the ball; in general, the angle is perceived quite precisely.
Sensor Resetting
Since the ball is a unique feature, it is – in contrast to self-localization – quite easy to generate new
samples by just using the current perception that is often close to the real state of the ball. In domains
of low noise, the perception often even serves directly as information for the later action selection; a
filtering of the position is not needed. In our implementation, the robot always stores all ball
perceptions made during the last time (e.g. two seconds). Whenever a new sample needs to be
generated, two perceptions p1 and p2 (with p2 having been stored at a later point of time than p1) are
randomly drawn from the set. From these perceptions, a velocity for the new sample might be
computed directly. An actual position is determined by using p1 and the velocity as in the ball velocity
update equation in subsection Motion Model.
The resampling of the ball tracking filter strongly benefits from the possibility to add a dynamic
number of new samples as described in the subsection Enhancements for Resampling. If the ball is not
moving on the field for a longer time, only very few or no new samples need to be replaced in the
distribution. When it starts moving (after a kick), the distribution needs to be adapted quite quickly.
This mechanism is depicted in Fig. 5. In addition, it needs to be mentioned that during a robot soccer
match situations occur, in which the robot has lost track of the ball completely (e.g. after having been
fallen down). When perceiving the ball again, this resampling feature also helps to reestablish a proper
distribution quite fast.

Fig. 5: Number of new samples in a sequence of consecutive executions of the ball tracking algorithm.
In a simulated experiment, the ball has been immediately replaced three times (frames 20, 50, and 80).
The number of new samples always immediately increases and soon after drops when the distribution
fits the new sensor readings. A total of 40 samples has been used; this means that about 25% of the
whole set get replaced. Afterwards, the ball was moved around the field (frame 100 and following).
Again, some – comparably lower – peaks indicate changes of the motion direction.

Experimental Results
To evaluate the approaches described in this paper, several experiments have been carried out. One of
the humanoid robots and a ball were placed and moved on a standard field (see Fig. 6a). To measure
the correctness and precision of the robot’s estimates, an environment for providing ground truth
information has been set up. A camera, installed four meters above the field, provides a complete
overview of the scenario. Its images are processed by the vision system of B-Smart [11], a RoboCup

team from the Small Size League, where a global vision is the current standard. To identify the robot
and its orientation, an additional marker had to be placed on top of its head (see Fig. 6b).

a)

b)

Fig. 6: The experimental setup. a) The robot on a standard soccer field. b) A close view on the robot
carrying the marker for tracking.
Self-Localization
To evaluate the self-localization, the robot was controlled around on the field using a joystick for
slightly more than two minutes, while the robot’s head was continuously turning from left to right and
back. During this time, 2000 images were processed and the robot’s estimate of its position was
updated. Figure 7 shows the trajectory traveled as well as the trajectory according the robot’s
odometry calculation (cf. Fig. 7a) and when integrating external sensor readings (cf. Fig. 7b).

a)

b)

Fig. 7: Experiment conducted for self-localization. The real trajectory the robot walked with up to
5cm/s is shown in blue. a) The trajectory only based on odometry calculation (in black). b) The
estimated trajectory based on the self-localization module (in black).
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Fig. 8: Position errors in mm during the 2000 frames of the experiment depicted in Fig. 7b.

In the experiment, the robot’s pose was estimated using 100 particles. Five edge points were used
during the sensor update.  was quite large (0.9) so that differences in the weights of the particles are
kept small, resulting in a rather stable distribution of particles. During the 2000 frames of the
experiment the mean distance error was 16.9 cm, i.e. 3% of the length of the field or 5.6% of its width.
Fig. 8 shows the distribution of the error over time. In fact, the deviation is typically higher when the
features used for localization are far away or out of sight. The former is for instance the case when the
robot faces the goal on the other half of the field, while the latter happens when the robot is close to
the sidelines and simply looks over them. In both cases, the robot has mainly to rely on odometry only,
which is not very precise, as shown in Fig. 7a.
In a second experiment the same data was fed into the self-localization system, but 500 frames were
skipped, simulating a kidnapped robot situation (cf. Fig. 9). It took the robot about 20 seconds to reestablish its position. Although this seems to be quite a while, please note that the robot’s head could
only pan back and forth about six times during this period of time. Since kidnapping of a robot
happens rarely during games, the parameters of the self-localization method are tuned towards stability
rather than quick adaptation.
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Fig. 9: Experiment on a kidnapped robot. Using the same experimental data as shown in Fig. 8, but
skipping the frames 500 to 1000. Distance error again in mm.
Ball Tracking
To measure the precision of the ball tracking, the robot has been placed at the center circle of the field
and the ball has been moved constantly around one half of the field. This has been done via a thin pole
which is not perceivable by the robot’s vision system. The whole trajectory of the ball is depicted in
Fig. 10a. During the experiment, the robot’s head was in its standard tracking mode for soccer
matches, i.e. the robot tries to keep the ball in sight most of time, but occasionally looks around to
keep localized. To avoid evaluation errors which result from changes of the ball velocity during a
localization phase, we only consider so-called complete tracks. We define a track as a sequence of ball
observations which is at least two seconds long and does not have any gaps (phases without any
perception of a ball) longer than 300ms. In Fig. 10b, an example track is shown.

a)

b)

Fig. 10: Experiment conducted for ball tracking: a) The trajectory, along which the ball was moved
and perceived by the ground truth vision, is depicted as a gray line. b) A single track observed by the
robot. The real motion is again depicted in gray. The single perceptions are shown as red dots. The
black line shows the estimated ball trajectory.

During the experiment, the ball was kept in motion all the time. The average top speed of all tracks
was 1.27 m/s, the absolute top speed during the experiment was 2.66 m/s. This resulted in a mean
position error of the ball of 26.6 cm. The mean velocity error was 0.28 m/s, the mean error of the ball
motion’s direction was 46.8°. This appears to be quite significant, but most tracks included strong
changes of the ball direction, which lead to quite high errors during the adaption phase of the filter.
Some tracks had been quite straight with only minimal directional changes (e.g. the one in Fig. 10b);
in these cases, the mean error was 18.6° only.
This ball tracking implementation has been used by the team B-Human at RoboCup 2007. For all
matches, the number of samples was set to 40 because of limited computational resources. Therefore,
all experiments have been made with the same amount of samples.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we described the application of particle-filter algorithms in a humanoid soccer scenario.
The experimental results show, that they enable even a perceptual limited robot to compute reasonable
state estimates. As afore-mentioned, the implementation has already been used in a real robot
competition. While having some of the weakest robots off all teams, B-Human was still able to reach
the quarter finals with a remarkably well result in the previous round robin group: three wins and two
draws with a total goal ratio of 8-1. The presented is intended to be kept for future application.
Nevertheless, more computing power would contribute to achieve better results; a more complex
vision module could provide more significant features for self-localization (e.g. field line crossing or
goal posts) which enable a more detailed sample weighting or contribute to a better generation of new
samples. The tracking of other robots is also a topic that has not been treated by us so far. The transfer
of the algorithms to this issue will be an interesting subject of investigation in the near future.
Additionally, cooperative state estimation in a team of humanoid robots becomes more important the
larger the teams are.
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